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Dispatch #7 – 2021 

March 5th, 2021 

I was hoping to write about something other than yields this week, but the issue isn’t going 

away quietly! If yields rise, it is likely to dominate all asset markets, with the US$ rising along 

with higher US yields and risks markets selling off. Equity markets did rally on Friday, but note 

that the 10yr yield only dropped from 1.58% to 1.57% that day. The signs of excess risk-taking 

has been all around us for months now, so the ingredients for a forceful move are present. This 

Dispatch looks more closely at why rates have gone higher and potential further risks to the 

upside. The letter also looks at the following:  

• Overnight repo rate goes to unprecedented negative yield 

• Wall Street banks embrace bitcoin: JPM - 1% allocation & Citi  - Bitcoin at tipping point  

• Plenty remain bitcoin skeptics 

• February bitcoin highlights 

 

Why have bond yields risen?  

The gap between government spending and tax revenue has ballooned and this gap shows no 

signs of easing. We are close to passing a $1.9trillion stimulus and there’s talk of an additional 

infrastructure bill in the $3trillion+ range.  

 

Source: Lance Roberts of  realinvestmentadvice.com 

https://twitter.com/LanceRoberts/status/1367081034148425728?s=20
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This is driving government bond issuance higher, and the Federal Reserve was the largest buyer 

of US Treasury bonds in 2020. However, the gap between debt issuance by the Treasury 

Department and what the Fed is buying has widened in 2021. The Fed continues to buy 

$120bn worth of treasuries and mortgage-backed bonds (called MBS) each month, but as the 

chart below shows, that’s quite a drop off from 2020 levels.  

 

Source: Robin Brooks at the Institute of International Finance: 
https://twitter.com/RobinBrooksIIF/status/1367089286764519428?s=20 

 

Rising inflation expectations are further troubling fixed-income (aka debt) investors. Inflation, 

as measured by CPI, remains in check but inflation expectations (more details below) have 

risen. This WSJ story does a good job of explaining the many facets of the inflation debate.   

  

https://twitter.com/RobinBrooksIIF/status/1367089286764519428?s=20
https://www.wsj.com/articles/is-inflation-a-risk-not-now-but-some-see-danger-ahead-11614614962?mod=hp_lead_pos5
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The following chart from the WSJ illustrate sharp rise in inflation expectations 

 

Expected inflation is gauged by the yield gap between treasury inflation protected (TIPs) bonds 

and regular treasury bond yield. The media widely reports on the rising nominal yield of regular 

treasury bonds. However, much less discussed but equally important are the inflation 

expectations indicated by the TIPs yield. As the chart below of the 5yr TIPs yield illustrates, the 

rate has dropped sharply since the pandemic began, and is at -1.66% today.   

 

 

Source: St Louis Fed 
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The Fed remains resolute in keeping rates low as the headline from Fed chair below highlights. 

The headline is based on statements made this week on March 4th. The WSJ article is here 

 
 

The real-world implications are coming through as this WSJ headline illustrates. The article is 

here.  Just remember what often matters more is the marginal change of rates/affordability 

and not the absolute level of rates, which remains low by any historic measure.  

 
 

The other real-world reality is that with a total debt of $28tn, higher rates lead to meaningful 

increase in interest costs. The US also has $7.7tn maturing in 2021, according to this Bloomberg 

article. A simple way to think about higher rates is that for each 0.5% increase in rates the 

interest service goes up by roughly the Navy budget! (back of the envelop $28tn x 0.5% = 

$140bn  or ~ 20% of the FY2021 base defense budget of $671bn).  

As the above example shows, the US is unable to absorb higher rates and pursue its 

geopolitical ambitions. We are therefore quite likely to see Yield Curve Control (YCC), in my 

opinion. YCC means buying unlimited amounts of government bonds (by printing money) to get 

the rate to a level that the Fed will determine. YCC is likely to result in a rally in scarce assets 

with the impact on equities less clear. SLR (supplemental liquidity ratio) for banks and 

Operation Twist are two terms we may begin to hear more of in the coming months.  

  

https://www.wsj.com/articles/feds-powell-to-take-questions-on-job-market-interest-rates-bond-yields-11614872817?st=qexaxdql8klc589&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/30-year-mortgage-rate-tops-3-for-first-time-since-july-11614870208?st=5d0jcwu31jmpqcv&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/30-year-mortgage-rate-tops-3-for-first-time-since-july-11614870208?st=5d0jcwu31jmpqcv&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-05/a-13-trillion-crisis-era-debt-bill-comes-due-for-big-economies
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-05/a-13-trillion-crisis-era-debt-bill-comes-due-for-big-economies
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Repo rates go to unprecedented negative levels this week 

While the popular narrative is focused on longer term rates increases, the very short dated 

overnight lending market is seeing unprecedented stress. The overnight repurchase rate 

dropped below negative 3% at points this week, which has many observers worried. The tweet 

below from a Bloomberg reporter flags the best-case reason – shorting of 10yr treasuries. A 

worst-case outcome is that the negative rate points to severe liquidity stress in funding 

markets. This is a complicated and opaque subject for another time.  

 

 

If you’d like to dig further on the repo market stress, this ZeroHedge article from Thursday and 

this one from Friday go into more details and concerns.  

 

Wall street is quietly embracing bitcoin  

Many Investment Banks that were vocal opponents of bitcoin in the past are now writing 

research on the asset and suggesting it is an investible asset. This week, JP Morgan suggested a 

1% allocation to bitcoin according to this Fortune story. This follows JPM’s 86-page report on 

bitcoin that was flagged in Dispatch 5. 

 
 

Not to be outdone, Citibank this week published their own 102-page report titled Bitcoin at a 

Tipping Point. This report is available to download here, which is unusual as Wall Street 

research is typically not publicly available. So, what does the report say, you ask. Let me present  

  

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/historic-repo-market-insanity-10y-treasury-trades-4-ahead-monster-short-squeeze
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/10y-treasury-hits-stunning-425-repo-yields-blow-out
https://fortune.com/2021/02/25/jp-morgan-bitcoin-investment-portfolio/
https://rockdenadvisors.com/2021/02/28/dispatch-5-bitcoin-at-1-trillion-blackrock-dabbles-jpms-86pg-report/
https://ir.citi.com/peFJTnzeEoMSIAEFlwH12VeM5d%2BCckWNrsO9lxpmyWezrz5V%2Bx%2FfRvm0gv6cWRpDHGWtIk7sTME%3D
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the opening paragraph of the conclusion on page 102 as a hint of the tone of the report Full 

disclosure – I did not read all 102 pages.  

 
 

Bitcoin skeptics abound, though 

Wall Street may be embracing bitcoin, but it hasn’t diminished skeptical commentary from 

media outlets and public figures. Read this FT article that takes down the Citi report. Yes, the 

report misquoted basis points into % points on a single point, but the takedown is broader.  

And, the tweet below from the NY Attorney General is another example. It’s ironic that two 

NYC HQed banks – Citi and JPM – are coming around to the potential/benefits of bitcoin/crypto 

and the AG says this.  

 
 

Widespread skepticism illustrates that we are still early in the adoption curve, which is 

ultimately what provides upside potential as the network has further to grow. A global 

monetary asset that is fully adopted should have exceptionally low volatility and low price 

movement in either direction. That is clearly not the case today.   

https://www.ft.com/content/8553aba7-8beb-4b48-9287-be6a08065444
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February bitcoin highlights 

 

 

Important Disclosures  

This is not an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security or asset. While 
the information presented herein is believed to be reliable, no representation or warranty 
is made concerning its accuracy. The views expressed are those of @asidesilva and are 
subject to change at any time based on market and other conditions. Past performance 
may not be indicative of future results. 

 


